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Learn from experts in the mediation field how to design 
and implement effective National Dialogues.

National Dialogue
& Peace Mediation 



National Dialogue & Peace
Mediation Course
Course Topic 
National Dialogues are increasingly seen as 
an inclusive tool to address and transform 
deep political crises and post war transitions. 
National Dialogues can be set up before,  
during or after peace negotiations and serve  
to provide a space to discuss issues of national 
relevance and build trust among different 
segments of the population. Being nationally-
led, such processes are crucial in promoting 
ownership, inclusivity and legitimacy. 

Your Benefits
– Get insights on how to define, design and  
 support National Dialogue processes
– Hands-on training in dialogue and mediation  
 skills
– Reflect on lessons that can be drawn from  
 previous cases
– Exchange experiences and become part of  
 a community of practice 

Course methodologies include expert inputs, 
peer exchange, case studies, exercises, skills 
training and self-study. 

Participants
This course is designed for professionals 
interested or engaged in National Dialogues  
& peace mediation: stakeholders, practitioners 
and academics seeking to combine their own 
experiences with current conceptual insights 
and practical knowledge.

Faculty
Leading scholars and experienced practitioners 
from swisspeace, the Berghof Foundation, the 
Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue and UNDPA 
as well as other mediation experts facilitate 
this course.

Dates, Venue & Further Information
February 2018 in Basel, Switzerland. 
Registration deadline is 30 November 2017.
This 5-day course can be taken as one module 
of the Certificate, Diploma and Master of 
Advanced Studies in Civilian Peacebuilding 
programs offered by swisspeace and the 
University of Basel. 
Please visit swisspeace.ch/courses or contact 
academy@swisspeace.ch for more information.

Hosts
The course is offered jointly by swisspeace, 
a practice-oriented peace research institute 
with vast experience in peace mediation 
support, training and research; and the Berghof 
Foundation, a non-governmental organization 
engaged in peace support, peace research and 
peace education, involved in providing hands-
on practical, thematic and technical support to 
National Dialogues in a number of countries.

Partner:
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CAS, DAS, MAS in Civilian Peacebuilding   
Business, Conflict & Human Rights – Civilian Peacebuilding – Conflict Analysis – Conflict Prevention  – Conflict Sensitivity – Dealing  
with the Past & Conflict Transformation – Fragility, Conflict & Statebuilding – Gender Equality & Peacebuilding – Human Rights &  
Conflict Transformation – National Dialogue & Peace Mediation – Religion & Conflict – Summer School – Theories of Change


